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DEMOCRATIC EARTH

weaving the web of life ever deeper
through mystical phrases of poetic justice

to hard core financial undertakings

OO, the competition gets rough,

we here, ha, wrote the game.

for we’re not afraid to die.
to sacrifice all for liberty.

we’ll manage a corporate dynasty,
or build one from scratch.

we’ll keep the world for the good for ever.

— Corrine Hayes


Cash awards will be given and the winners will be announced at the Spring Poetry Reading on Friday, May 6 at 7:30 p.m., in Room 3049A.

Contest poems should be sent to Sally Hadley, Assoc. Dean of Communications, Room 3046A. The winning poems will be published in the Spring issue of the Prairie Light Review.

For further information, telephone 858-2800, ext. 2195. Information sheets are available in the Humanities Office, Room 3098A.


Submissions may be sent to the publication, c/o Courier Barn.

Guidelines are as follows:

All poetry, short story of essay must be typewritten, doublespaced and be accompanied by a cover page stating name, address, phone and title of work. Short stories cannot exceed 15 doublespaced typewritten pages.

Art (drawings) cannot exceed 2' x 2' sized sheet.

Photography requires an 8" x 10" or smaller glossy black and white photograph. Color photos may be converted into a black and white half-tone upon selection. Photos of art objects are also acceptable.

For further details, contact Kim Kyp, editor, ext. 2113. Information sheets are available in the Humanities and Liberal Arts Office, Room 3098A. Faculty Adviser, Allan Carter may be reached at ext. 2124.